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RainCatcher Products and Services Limited are seen as rainwater harvesting industry
leaders who specialise in the design, manufacture and supply of professional rainwater
harvesting equipment for both domestic and commercial applications. Basic site requirements
are catered for with water butts and compost bins direct from stock, assisting clients in
compliance with regulations such as stated BREEAM ratings and the Code for Sustainable
Homes (CfSH) guidelines.

Suzanne and Alistair Tunnington first set about manufacture of the award-winning RainCatcherSuzanne and Alistair Tunnington first set about manufacture of the award-winning RainCatcher
700 Litre water storage system in 2006. Since then, the company has progressed from strength
to strength in this specialist sector with increased UK product manufacture and the accolade
of sole distribution rights to the German Speidel Rainwater range of tanks and filters.

Current trading includes the design, manufacture and supply of the RainCatcher brand, as well
as running of a fully functional rainwater harvesting training facility. Now long established, this
allows the company to offer certified QCF, BPEC training in rainwater and grey water harvesting,
SuDS (Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems) CPDs and associated courses such as waterSuDS (Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems) CPDs and associated courses such as water
regulations, treatment and disinfection.

Beyond rainwater harvesting and SuDS solutions, RainCatcher offers an extensive range of
bespoke and stock manhole covers, geotextile membranes, ground reinforcement geogrids and
the renowned EcoGrid porous paving.

With steady organic growth RainCatcher is meeting high supply demands from its established
network of resellers within the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland. Building on this annually,
the company welcomes new, proactive associates and colleagues, resulting in sustainablethe company welcomes new, proactive associates and colleagues, resulting in sustainable
growth for all.

Suzanne Tunnington
Managing Director & Founder

raincatcher
at a glance



Manufactured in the United Kingdom, the RainCatcher 750 is a unique, practical, strong and
durable rainwater storage tank for the domestic market. It is designed to aesthetically
compliment any garden, effectively deal with drought or flood situations, and save money on
client’s water bills. The tank is fully ECA approved and featured on the Water Technologies List.

raincatchER 750
free standing
rainwater tank
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KEY FEATURES applications
• rotationally moulded from UV stable plastic for high
 strength & durability
• large lid for full access, allowing easy cleaning &
 filling of watering cans w/ optional locking available
• five brass ingress/egress points
• factory modifiable on request
•• BS8515 and SUR1 standards & guidelines apply

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
• RainCatcher Filter Diverter
• Divertron fully automatic, pressure-operated
 submersible pump
• linking kit for additional storage
• brass, brass effect & chrome decorative taps
• throttled attenuation kit to allow for in-curtilage
  attenuation to aid control and management of
 storm water
• EcoGrid base

• garden watering
• irrigation (pump required)
• vehicle washing
• patio & external surface cleaning
• window cleaning
• storm water management

standard kit

• free standing, RainCatcher designer
 750 litre rainwater tank
• removeable lid for easy access
• black snap-action tap
• five brass connection points



Since its development and release in 2012, the renowned RainCatcher 750 has enjoyed great
success, predominantly through our extensive reseller network.

RainCatcher Products and Services Ltd offer a unique corporate branding scheme. By taking
advantage of this, businesses not only boost their company profile but also establish a
physical presence to represent their commitment to the environment.

As seen with the below examples, both the body and lid of the rainwater tank can be
rotationally moulded in specific colours. Furthermore, a company logo can be featured on therotationally moulded in specific colours. Furthermore, a company logo can be featured on the
front of the unit.

raincatchER 750
corporate branding
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raincatchER 750
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One of the company’s primary manufacturing focuses was to create an innovative, designer
water butt for wall or floor mounting. The designer RainCatcher 200 brings plenty to the table
with its unique and practical slimline design. Like its 750 counterpart, the product is aesthetically
pleasing, effectively deals with drought or flooding, and reduces expenses for the end user.

raincatcher 200
wall mounted
rainwater tank
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KEY FEATURES applications
• rotationally moulded from UV stable plastic for high
 strength & durability
• large lid for full access, allowing easy cleaning &
 filling of watering cans w/ optional locking available
• five brass ingress/egress points
• factory modifiable on request
•• BS8515 and SUR1 standards & guidelines apply

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
• RainCatcher Filter Diverter

• linking kit for additional storage

• brass, brass effect & chrome decorative taps

• throttled attenuation kit to allow for in-curtilage
 attenuation to aid control and management of
 storm water

• garden watering
• irrigation (pump required)
• vehicle washing
• patio & external surface cleaning
• window cleaning
• storm water management

standard kit
• wall mounted RainCatcher designer
 200 litre rainwater tank
• removeable lid for easy access
• standard snap-action black tap
• wall fixing kit
• five brass connection points



raincatchER 200
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The slimline RainCatcher 300 is a reliable and practical rainwater storage tank specifically
designed to provide high capacity with a small footprint. It is therefore ideal for small or large
gardens where either colour will provide an unobtrusive, aesthetically pleasing solution.

raincatcher 300
slimline
rainwater tank

standard kit

• slimline, space saving RainCatcher
 water butt

• top access lid

• brass effect decorative tap

• wind backup set
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420mm
400mm

2100mm

• small footprint with high capacity

• slimline space-saving design

• can be linked to double or triple storage volume

• BS8515 and SUR1 standards & guidelines apply

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

• RainCatcher Filter Diverter

• linking kit for additional storage

• Divertron fully automatic, pressure-operated
 submersible pump

• brass and chrome decorative taps

• garden watering
• irrigation (pump required)
• vehicle washing
• patio & external surface cleaning
• window cleaning
• storm water management

KEY FEATURES applications



This RainCatcher Kit is a dual rainwater harvesting filter diverter and storm water management
silt trap with many unique features. It is therefore one of the most versatile units available on the
market today. Fully ECA approved, the RainCatcher Filter can also be found in the Water
Technologies List.

raincatcher filter
dual purpose
filter diverter
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KEY FEATURES applications

285mm

180mm

335mm

• ideal for downpipes up to and including DN100
• compatible with square or round downpipes
• standard automatic overflow to drain when the
 rainwater collection unit meets capacity
• silt retention operation for storm water management
• BS8515 and SUR1 standards & guidelines apply
•• manufactured from UV stable MDPE

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
• additional connection pipe
• regulator valve to switch off or reduce winter flow
• easily replaceable filter basket

• prevents debris from the roof
 entering the water butt, storage
 tank or soakaway

• control and management of silt
 from rainwater gutering
 

standard kit
• RainCatcher designer filter
 diverter unit
• basket mesh
• hosetail connection
• wall fixings
• 30cm connection pipe



RainCatcher Products and Services Limited offer a vast range of water butts, from 100 to 750 litres.
Designed with aesthetics in mind, clients can be assured of unobtrusive results, therefore ideal for
domestic and comercial garden environments. Whether as a standalone storage unit or complete
rainwater harvesting system, a solution is readily available via a nationwide reseller network.

Swiftly becoming standard issue for development sites across the UK, RainCatcher’s child safe
water butts can be supplied in any quantity, in full kits with diverter kits, filtering equipment, stands
and taps, or as simple, single units.and taps, or as simple, single units.

Well aware that every installation can be different, RainCatcher stocks a variety of downpipe
and MDPE fittings to ensure any problems are solved without hassle. Factory fitting services are
available and technical advice is always on hand.

water butts
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• traditional barrel effect banding and stylish wood-grain design

• handles for easy lifting and movement

• child-proof lid as standard

• snap-action tap included

• five year guarantee

• available as complete kit with diverter and stand

680mm diameter680mm diameter

900mm height

316mm stand

collection

featured cloudburst 200



There are two principle compost bin ranges offered by RainCatcher Products and Services; the
Compost Converters as recommended by many UK councils, and the ergonomically designed
ThermoQuick range. Both types of composter are manufactured to the highest quality with ease
of access the primary concern, ensuring simplicity for all users.

Compost has many uses around the garden, including:
 • flower beds          • replenishing plant pots
  • enriching new borders       • patio containers
 • as mulch           • growing herbs and vegetables
 • around trees          • feeding the lawn

Using nutrient-rich compost improves soil structure, maintains moisture levels, keeps the soil pH
balance in check and assists in the suppression of plant disease, leading to a healthier and more
fruitful garden. Composting for one year can save the equivalent in CO2 emissions that your kettle
produces annually, or your washing machine creates every three months.
 

garden composting
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• wide access hatch for easy maintenance and emptying

• optional base plate for increased stability and ventilation

• 330 litre version available

• preferred option for UK councils

• ten year guarantee

• black or green from stock

740mm diameter740mm diameter

900mm height

featured converter 220



the raincatcher range

domestic & commercial
rainwater harvesting

water butt collection

our guides in depth

sales@raincatcher.co.uk

request a copy
T: 0151 639 4281

garden composting



design • manufacture • supply

RainCatcher Products and Services Ltd
Units 28-29 Wheatland Business Park
Wheatland Lane
Wallasey
CH44 7ER
United Kingdom

T:  +44 (0)151 639 4281
F:  +44 (0)151 675 0030

sales@raincatcher.co.uk
www.raincatcher.co.uk

@rainwaterlady/@therainbrain
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